First of all: welcome to Fabel LARPs! It’s great that you want to join our LARP activities as an NPC, because NPCs really build the atmosphere of the whole LARP. We’ll do our best to give you an awesome weekend in return!
This guide has been written to give you some basic information about NPC-ing at Fabel LARPs. 

A brief history of Fabel and where we are now 
Fabel started out in 2013 at the University of Twente in Enschede, as a joint effort by members of the games club Fanaat and the improvisation theatre club Pro Deo. Fabel currently has two game worlds: the medieval fantasy world of 7Realms and the sci-fi world of SevCol. Both settings organise approximately 2 big weekend-LARPs each year, and 1 or more one-day LARPs. Participants usually number between 50-70 people for 7Realms and 25-30 people for SevCol. 
Between LARPS there are the so-called “Knutseldagen”. On these days we work together to make our own costumes and props, and occasionally there are workshops as well. We’ve had workshops on improv. theatre techniques, sword fighting and acting; and we’ll continue to surprise you with fun and interesting activities.

NPC-ing at Fabel LARPs
This guide will focus on NPC-ing at 7Realms from now on, because NPC-ing at SevCol works differently than at 7Realms. SevCol usually takes place on a spaceship, with most of the activities confined to this spaceship while the ship is in flight. New characters need to have a logical reason to be aboard this spaceship. For this reason, SevCol has introduced the Wild Card option, meaning the gamemasters will create a character that'll fit into the game world. Contact the SevCol gamemasters if you want to venture into the world of SevCol at gamemaster@sevcol.nl
NPC-ing at 7Realms can take many forms, because the gamemasters will try to match you with a role in which you feel comfortable. This all depends on your personal preferences and your experience with LARP. Some people like to NPC as a humble merchant, while others will want to shine as the ambassador of the king. Not interested in roles that will last the whole weekend? We also need people in smaller roles, which means you might play several characters throughout the weekend. 
Before the LARP activity starts, the gamemasters will give a general introduction briefing. This introduction includes safety protocols, and what to do in case of an emergency. After the introduction the fun part starts: the story is unfolded, and the LARP will start soon. When the NPCs have prepared for their roles, the time-in call is made, and all the fun starts.
NPCs gather in the “NPC-hok”, a separate room where they are prepared for their roles by a designated gamemaster called the “monster-mama”. Costumes and make-up are done there, as well as NPC briefings. NPCs get their character sheets here, and there is reference material if you want  more info regarding the lore of the world. You can also drop by the NPC-hok if you need a rest or some refreshments. Make-up and prosthetics can be a part of some roles, if you dislike make-up or have allergies to make-up or latex, please inform the gamemasters in advance.


Allergies and medical problems
If you have allergies or medical problems which can pose a problem at the LARP, please notify the gamemasters in advance. This also counts for certain medications which can influence your reaction time or your balance. There are several people on the terrain who have been trained to respond to emergencies, they will be pointed out during the safety briefing which is held at the start of each activity. 
7Realms is a LARP which focuses on role-playing, and relatively low-combat compared to other Dutch LARPs. If you have a condition that makes you unable to partake in combat, please ask the gamemasters for a special kind of sash called a “dipperlint”. A dipperlint is very recognisable: it’s  striped red/white like a warning lint. We have a strong hands-off policy about people wearing these sashes: people with such a sash cannot be attacked or touched. However, we do ask the person wearing the dipperlint to stay out of dangerous situations, both for their own safety and to prevent disrupting the game.
If you have a food allergy, please contact the catering team at catering@7realms.nl 


When and where
7Realms takes place in May and October, and the weekends last from Friday until Sunday afternoon. Our default location is the scouts terrain of Scouting Skoltaro just outside the village of Eibergen, about 25 kilometers from Enschede. The terrain has 2 log cabins with cooking facilities, there is a large fire pit and the terrain is surrounded by forests. There is a bus stop at approx. 20 minutes walking distance. If you have a lot of luggage it may be more convenient to share a ride with others. Ask around on Facebook or on our Discord channel if you can share a ride. 

Facilities and catering
NPCs can sleep in the NPC dormitory or they can bring their own tent, whichever they prefer. There are no beds in the dormitory, so please bring your own air matress/mat/camping bed, sleeping bag and pillow. Please remember to bring a warm sleeping bag, because the buildings are mostly unheated and it can get cold in the Netherlands at night. Please remember to label your possessions.
Indoor toilets and toilet paper are available at the location. There also is a shower at the location, but it isn’t for the faint of heart: the warm water supply is very limited. For a more comfortable wash, please bring a washcloth and towel and your own personal care products. 
Breakfast and dinner are served by our enthousiastic catering team. Breakfast will be served at 10 in the morning and dinner at 7 in the evening. If you have any dietary restrictions, please fill it in on the registration form and the catering team will contact you if they have questions. 
Lunch and snacks can be bought at the tavern with a “tabkaart”: a card with several squares on it which are checked off when you buy things. Each square has a value of € 0,20. The cards come in values of 5, 10 and 20 euros and can be bought in the tavern with cash. Other items available in the tavern are drinks (coffee, tea, soft drinks, juice), and we also sell beer and wine. There are other options such as alcohol-free beer and gluten-free beer. 
Please be warned that after consuming alcohol you are not allowed to fight anymore, to reduce the chance of accidents. You are not allowed to bring any alcoholic drinks with you from home.

NPC clothing and what to bring with you when you go NPC-ing
Fabel has a wide selection of costumes in different styles and different sizes. The collection also includes accessories, weapons and armour. We ask our NPCs to bring long dark underclothing, such as a dark long-sleeved shirt without prints, and dark long trousers. This can easily be combined with any costume. Bringing a warm vest/sweater is also advisable, as it can get chilly at night in the Netherlands. If you have thermal underwear, you'll be very happy that you brought it along.
The weather in the Netherlands is unpredictable, it’s handy to bring an extra set of trousers and dry socks. The forest floor can get slippery when it’s wet, so we advise people to bring a set of dark sturdy shoes with a firm grip. Good options are sturdy walking shoes or (army) boots, training shoes are not encouraged because they will look very out-of-character.
The terrain is sparsely lit at night, it’s handy to bring a flashlight. If you want something more in-style, you can bring a lantern which has a shielded flame (to prevent forest fires).
People who wear glasses are advised to bring a spare set of glasses, or to wear contact lenses if available. Glasses can easily get lost in the heat of the game, especially in a combat situation or in the forest at night.
Everything again, in a list:
	Sleeping mat/air matress/camping bed with a warm sleeping bag and pillow
	Sturdy dark shoes with a good grip (no training shoes please)
	Warm vest or sweater, thermal underwear if you have it
	Dark long clothing (longsleeve shirt and trousers) without prints or large logos
	Spare trousers and extra socks
	Flashlight or shielded lantern
	Personal care products and washcloth&towel
	Spare glasses or contact lenses (if applicable)
	Your medication (if applicable)
	Cash to buy a tabkaart 
	Your printed character sheet, if the gamemasters have sent it to you before the activity


If there are any questions, please contact the gamemasters at sl@7realms.nl. 
Thank you for joining our LARP, and we hope you’ll have a great time with us!

